## Specifications

**Music Styles**
- 365 fully-orchestrated styles.
  - Favorites - Create an Easy Access Touch Screen for Your Favorite Styles, Making Them Fast and Easy to Locate.

**Virtual Orchestra**
- Full Band - Complete band or orchestra based Music Style and Setups
- Piano - Piano based Music Style and Setups
- Guitar - Guitar based Music Style and Setups

**Style Features**
- EASY, Auto Bass 1 & 2, MCS (Music chord System), MCS Plus, Memory, Basic & Orch Plus, Intro/Ending 1 & 2, Mirc Chord Intro
- Fade Ending, Fade In/Out, Drums Only, Drum Variation, After Style, Edit Style, Tempo Control, Tap Tempo, Style Volume, Drums Volume
- Start Stop, Fill, Alpha Style Listing, Music Style Setups, Vintage Music Style Setups

**Looks**
- Control, Accomp, Tranpose, Tempo, Harmony, Bass Volume, Style Volume, Lower Volume

**Virtual**
- A Touch Sensitive Keypad that adds graceful arpeggio with the touch of a finger

**Pedal Magic**
- Play the Bass Pedals with Ease and Accuracy. Two settings include Long & Short and Get Close Pedals; can also be used to activate the Fill and Glide/Sustain features

**Foot Pedal**
- Step Out and Play a Fun and Exciting Solo or Fill
- One Finger Has Never Sounded This Good

**Touch Screen**
- Full Color Liquid Crystal Display Touch Sensitive Screen

**Setups**
- 7,772 Total Setups, General Setups - 11
- Bank Setups - 33, 11 per bank: A, B, C (Programmable, Save to USB)
- Music Style Setups - 3, 30, 11 Setups for each Music Style
- Vintage Style Setups - 3, 30, 10 Historical Setups for each Music Style

**Speakers System**
- Nine Speakers Total, Two Mid Range, Two High Range integrated with the Mids, Two High Range, One Bass Speaker in a Tuned and Ported Enclosure, Monitor Speakers in Tuned Enclosures with Independent Volume Control

**Quick Picks**
- 36 Quick Picks choices on 3 Easy Access Touch Screens
- My Picks - Makes Assigning Popular Sounds Fast and Easy
- 8 More Quick Picks choices that can be changed by the player

**Alpha Search**
- Quick and easy way to search thousands of items (Such as: Styles, Sounds, Songs, Setup Presets)

**Sets**
- Orchestral Sounds/Features - 1, 1, 1: Choose from 452 Sounds in the Sounds Library, Volume Level, Upper, Lower, Left, Lower Right, Keyboard, Touch, Repea
- Solo Sounds/Features - 1, 1, 1, 1: Choose from 452 Sounds in the Sounds Library, Volume Level, Upper, Lower, Left, Keyboard, Touch, Repea
- Harmony Sounds - 1, 1, 1, 1: Assign sounds from the menu of 452 Sounds to the Grand Harp, Solo 1 and 2, Upper 1 and 2, Upper Sounds tab, Lower Sounds tab, Pedal Sounds tab

**Touch Bar**
- Programmable Touch Bar (21 Selectable Functions)

**Music Recorder**
- USB Memory Stick, Record/Playback Inspire Performance, Playback General MIDI, General MIDI w/Lyrics, Capture Presets, Display Lyrics from Karaoke Media

**Audio Recorder**
- Record/Playback Audio files (MP3 format), Convert Inspire Music Recordings to Audio File

**Graphic Mixer**
- Volume Controls: Master, Bass, Style, Lower, Reverb Amount

**Equalizer**
- Eight Preset, Dynamic Equalizer Settings

**Golden Harp**
- Eight Arpeggio Patterns, Variable Rate Sounds

**Harmony**
- 12 Harmony Selections: AOC, Duet, Country, Open AOC, Octave, Rock, Octave AOC, Octave Duet, 4-Part, Full AOC, Block, Hymn

**Lower Keyboard SPFX**
- Assign sounds from the menu of 171 Sound Effects & Drum Sounds to certain keys

**Keyboards/Pedals**
- Two 51-Note Upper and Lower Manuals / 29-Note Spinet Style Pedals

**Cabinet**
- Natural Cherry / Mahogany or Heartland Oak Finish with Wood Rolltop

**Bench**
- Deeply Padded Synthetic Leather, Top Closures for Storage

**Bench Pack**
- Lowrey Songbook with 50 titles, Let’s Get Started Guide, USB Memory Stick containing 50 songs performed from the Lowrey Songbook, and Owner’s Guide

**Music Rack**
- Wire Format, Crystal Clear Rack, LED Illuminated

**Connections**
- Stereo Headphone, Microphone w/Separate Volume Controls, Stereo (mono) Input
- Rear Panel: MIDI In-Out-Thru, Aux Out Right-Left/Mono, Aux In Right-Left/Mono, VU Meters

**Dimensions/Weight**

**Lowrey**
- Lowrey maintains a policy of continuous improvement and reserves the right to change specifications without notice or obligation - www.lowrey.com